Get ready to turn the volume up to eleven with Extreme Engineering’s large assortment of rock climbing walls. Since 1995, our company was built on a foundation of rock climbing walls specifically designed to provide our consumers with a profitable, safe and thrilling experience.

Extreme Engineering invented the very first mobile climbing wall and Auto-Belay system over 20 years ago. Since then, Extreme Engineering has been recognized in making climbing easily accessible across the globe and a popular choice to the amusement industry. Today we offer a wide range of climbing surfaces, themed climbing attractions and also continue to offer the very popular mobile climbing wall. We are the industry leader in climbing attractions, providing the best quality and safest experience available.

Every Extreme Engineering climbing wall can come equipped with our patented Auto-Belay system, the safety belay device in the industry. All of our climbing attractions provide the best features on the market and exceed ASTM, CE and other industry standards.
The GeoWall is both a climbing wall and traversing structure that uses geometric shapes with a futuristic twist. This climbing attraction provides architectural style and functionality in one. GeoWall’s traversing models are perfect for kids, requiring no safety gear when in operation. Toss the climbing harness and ropes aside, just go for it!

We can co-create the perfect GeoWall to fit within a unique floorplan, providing you an aesthetically pleasing climbing structure that won’t break the bank. With endless color options, handheld selections and traversing wall lengths the GeoWall can be configured to achieve almost any climbing experience imaginable.
Traversing, scaling, climbing, bouldering or just hanging out. The GeoWall can do it all!

CUSTOM CLIMBING TOWERS

Choose your challenge, choose your route. Those who want to conquer great heights can do so on the GeoWall climbing structure. Design the most epic climbing attraction, utilizing geometric shapes, with an endless combination of colors and shapes. Each GeoWall can be fully scalable and customized to tailor your unique climbing experience. Whether it's a climbing introduction for beginners or a competitive marvel for professionals, we've got you covered. Let's design you the best climbing attraction with the best looks today.
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ATTRACTION DATA

This GeoWall is the best climbing attraction that can be scaled, customized and stylized to meet your branding needs.

LEAD TIMES

Depending the GeoWall project, turnaround times are quick. We can get you climbing in just 4-6 weeks.

OPERATIONAL SPACE

The operational space required for the GeoWall is 4’ deep and comes in 4’ sections. Height is typically no more than 12’ for traversing walls. The height can vary on climbing towers.

LOCATIONS

We have projects, with additional projects pending, in the following locations:

- Texas, USA
- Florida, USA
- California, USA
- Washington, USA
- New York, USA
- New Jersey, USA
- Illinois, USA
- North Carolina, USA
- Georgia, USA
- Indiana, USA
- Alabama, USA
- Arkansas, USA
Don’t just climb a wall, play on it! Extreme Engineering’s digital sensors provide an exciting way for climbers to scale a climbing wall and play up to 6 digital games. Players of all ages can interact with the vibrant, LED sensors that are programmed with various video gaming modes. Interact with a touchscreen, choose your challenge and let the games begin! Bring an interactive arcade experience to great heights on the Geowall Arcade.

Players can compete with friends or just enter single player mode. It’s up to the participant to choose their fun experience. Geowall Arcade can be applied to most Extreme Engineering climbing walls or other climbing wall brands. Best of all, the GeoWall Arcade is a turnkey solution that includes everything to turn that old, tired climbing wall into an exciting arcade game experience!
The GeoWall Arcade is compatible with traversing, bouldering or climbing walls.

CHOOSE YOUR GAME MODE, THEN PLAY.

With on demand play, participants can choose 6 different game modes. Each game last about a minute long, providing enough time for a great experience and fulfill capacity needs.
ATTRACTION DATA

The Geowall Arcade comes fully equipped, ready for play. This kit includes the following:

- 16 targets with switches
- Touchscreen play pad
- Television display
- Power supply
- Speakers
- Wiring

Climbing wall is not included.

LEAD TIMES

Depending the GeoWall project, turnaround times are quick. We can get you climbing in just 4-6 weeks.

GAME MODES ARE THE FOLLOWING:

- Clear All - turn all targets off.
- Traverse Time - start on one side and the timers ends when you hit the last sensor.
- Most Points - touch as many targets as you can.
- Memory Match - where you looks for the last target you hit's color match.
- Dueling Wall - turn all targets to your color.
- Endless Mode - targets turn back on automatically.